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School Manager
Content filtering that
minimizes workload and
maximizes compliance
School Manager is a student safety-focused
web filter that enables IT to create a
low-maintenance filter workflow.
As network admins in the K-12 industry, you
wear many hats. School Manager is built to
address your challanges.

How School Manager helps IT
administrators:
Flexible custom filtering rules help minimize staff
requests for filter adjustments.
Offers quick hybrid deployment options for
hardware and cloud.
Eliminates the need to assess hundreds of CDNs
that a single website opens.
Quickly generates detailed student activity reports.
Maintains compliance on Windows, Chromebook,
Mac, and iOS—on any network.

The result?
Students stay safe online, teachers maintain control over
their class without compromising compliance, and the
network performs at an enterprise level.

School Manager

We’ve built a product that
reduces the workload for
admins and offers user-friendly
reporting options.

School Manager features
School Manager is designed to reduce administrative workload.
Your web filter shouldn’t limit learning in the classroom. It should enhance it.

Sophisticated alert systems
Receive cyber-safety and self-harm
reports directly in your inbox (without
worrying about being inundated with
false positives).

Reports and alerts for
student wellbeing
Create, generate, and schedule tailored
reports for school faculty; reports can be
as advanced and detailed or condensed
and simple as you need.

Flexible deployment options
Hybrid hardware + cloud and/or full cloud
deployment—yes, you can have both.

Versatile rule-setting

Limit access to Google

Reduce filter fixing

Create comprehensive rules with ease
using “Signatures” and “Categories” to
group types of sites together.

Enable rules to separate users’ access
to school-provided and personal
Google accounts.

Powerful rule-setting makes hands-off
filter management possible; decide
which rules are locked-in school-wide
and which rules can be toggled on and
off by certain users.

User-friendly dashboard

Maintain compliance

Native directory integration

User interface boasts easily digestible
graphs and organized data; quickly view
most blocked apps and sites, emerging
trends in user activity, bandwidth
utilization, red flag data, and more.

Lock in compliance with CIPA, COPPA,
FERPA, and ATLIS.

Works with G Suite, Azure, Localized AD,
LDAP.

SSL inspection and decryption

Sync with local and/or
cloud-based directory services

Google and YouTube controls

Filters SSL sites off-network with the
option of deep packet inspection on
Windows, Mac, and iOS.

Integrates with your Wi-Fi network
and domain controllers, and
connects to your local and cloud
directory service.

Including search term and video
visibility and playback.

About Linewize
The Linewize ecosystem is a unique response to the challenge of today’s connected learning
environments. We align a series of products to help districts stay in regulatory compliance, get
the most out of their purchased technology, keep kids cyber-safe at school, and impact your
parent community by assisting them in raising good digital citizens.

For more information visit linewize.com or email usa@linewize.com
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